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Start Analysis Wizard



Submit gene list or use built-in demo lists

First, switch to the Upload tab

1. Click on a demo list or paste or 
upload your gene/protein list 

2. Select the identifier type 
corresponding to your list.

2a. If “OFFICIAL_GENE_SYMBOL” is 
selected, a new parameter will appear 
allowing you to indicate your species of 
interest by typing the name or 
taxonomy id.

3. Choose your list type. Note: A gene list 
must be uploaded before a background.



Verify that your list has been uploaded and begin analysis

In the List tab, you will 
see species listed for 
your list and a list name.

Choose A DAVID Tool to begin 
exploring your gene list. Help 
choosing is available in DAVID 
and at the end of this tutorial.

You can always choose a tool 
through the main menu shortcut



Gene Name Batch Viewer
This tool provides a view containing gene names and taxonomies for a list of identifiers as well as links to more specific 
annotation for a given gene (Gene Report) and methods for viewing related genes (Related Genes) from the list or background 
population. This tool provides a quick and informative look at the list before proceeding with more in-depth analyses.  A link is 
provided to downloaded a tab-delimited file for any tool output in DAVID. 



DAVID Gene Report
The DAVID Gene Report contains annotations that are more specific to a given gene. The DAVID Gene Report header will 
contain the user’s original uploaded gene list identifier, the DAVID Gene Name, including the gene symbol, a link to find 
Related Genes in the user’s list or background gene set, based on shared functional annotation, and the taxonomy.  Links with
further information for the gene specific data are also provided when available. A link is provided to downloaded a tab-
delimited file for any tool output in DAVID. 



Functional Annotation Summary
The Functional Annotation Summary provides annotation type specific annotation for the user’s list including gene counts and percentages and 
organizes the annotation types into categories.  From the summary, a user can use the Functional Annotation Table, Functional Annotation 
Chart or Functional Annotation Clustering tools with one or multiple annotation types.  Default selections are made for quick usage.



The Functional Annotation Table provides annotations associated with a user’s list of genes for user-selected categories in 
tabular format.  This tool quickly links the user's list to the breadth of annotation contained in the DAVID Knowledgebase with 
no statistical inference and is well suited for looking at genes on an individual basis, providing links to more detailed information 
about the associated annotation. A link is provided to downloaded a tab-delimited file for any tool output in DAVID. 

Functional Annotation Table



Functional Annotation Chart
This tool provides enrichment analysis using a modified Fisher Exact Test to identify the most overrepresented annotation terms 
associated with a user's gene list as compared to a background gene set. Flexible options are provided to change gene count and p-value 
thresholds and display different aspects of the analysis. Clicking blue bars will provide details of underlying genes, related terms (RT) can 
be found based on shared user genes and sublists based on genes underlying one or more terms may be created for drill-down analysis. 



Functional Annotation Clustering
This tool groups similar annotation terms together using the Kappa statistic to determine pairwise similarity scores and a novel fuzzy 
clustering algorithm.  The fuzzy feature of the clustering algorithm allows a term to participate in multiple groups.  The tool helps the 
user focus on biological themes associated with their gene list by reducing redundancy through the grouping of biologically similar 
terms.  This complements the Functional Annotation Chart as some enriched terms may not be grouped if they do not have enough
similarity with other terms.  As with other tools, options are available for power users and defaults set for quick analyses.



Gene Functional Classification
This tool allows a user to group genes which are functionally similar together, thereby providing a biological network view 
of their list. As with the Functional Annotation Clustering tool, this tool uses a Kappa statistic to measure similarity between
pairs of genes based on shared association of terms and groups those genes into functionally related groups with a novel 
fuzzy clustering algorithm. As with other tools, options are available for power users and defaults set for quick analyses.



Gene ID Conversion
This tool can efficiently convert gene/protein identifiers from one identifier type to another at the gene level. The 
tool can automatically suggest possible identifier types for ambiguous gene/protein identifiers and converted 
identifiers can be downloaded or submitted back to DAVID as a gene list or background population set.



Which DAVID Tool and Additional Help

• DAVID Documentation
• Nature Protocols Paper
• DAVID Forum
• Contact the DAVID Team

Additional Help

https://david-d.ncifcrf.gov/content.jsp?file=documentation.html
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19131956/
https://david-bioinformatics.freeforums.net/
https://david.ncifcrf.gov/content.jsp?file=Contact.html

